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Abstract—Cyber-Physical System (CPS) provides a foundation
for the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) that interconnects
all types of devices. The integration of CPS with IIoT generates
the large volumes of data forcing the development of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) to extract information more precisely. Neverthe-
less, the increasing volume/variety of data traffic and the ever-
growing number of IIoT devices bring great challenges for the
host-centric communication model of the current Internet. In this
work, we present a novel Information-Centric Networking (ICN)-
based system model in CPS, which enables processing data from
IIoT devices closer to the edge as opposed to a content provider.
Based on this ICN system model, we propose an edge-assisted
authentication scheme in CPS, aiming to protect the system
from unauthorized access and reduce workload for resource-
constrained devices. The main features of our scheme include a
delegation model of security operations and session handshake
procedures through edge routers, addressing the rising challenges
in managing and securing IIoT devices in the ICN. We formally
prove the security of our scheme and conduct performance
analysis to show its practicality.

Index Terms—Authentication, Cyber-Physical System (CPS),
Efficiency, Information Centric Networking (ICN), Industrial
Internet of Things (IIoT), Security

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial 4.0 brings a communication and interconnectivity
storm, enabling the intelligent manufacturing process to be

more flexible, more advanced, and more smart by leveraging
Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1]. AI makes it possible for indus-
trial systems to focus more on data analytics automatically
with acceptable quality of user experience. Based on such
benefits, Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) [2] together with
Cyber-Physical System (CPS) as the kernel technologies for
Industrial 4.0 provide a variety of advantages for manufactur-
ing operations, industrial processes, and cooperative communi-
cation to refine high quality service and decrease framework
overhead significantly [3]. Although the combination of AI-
focused IIoT and CPS greatly increases efficiency in industrial
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systems, it still suffers from the issues of heavy burdensome,
device incompatibility, security, and privacy [4]–[6].

A recent study predicted that multiple devices connected
to the Internet will be over triple the global population by
2030 [7]. Such tremendous data traffic has posed severe
challenges for resource-limited devices within the existing
Internet architecture. With a surge in demand for bandwidth,
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) architecture [8] in-
duces an encouraging communication paradigm where the data
detaches from the data source. This data-location-decoupling
has wide applications in supporting high flexibility, such
as the device-to-device data access [9]. As a typical IIoT
example, industrial smart grid coupled with ICN, can enhance
the resilience of information delivery against power failures
and further minimize power distribution disruption. From this
point of view, ICN is regarded as one of the best possible
communication stacks for IIoT due to its significant advantage
in eliminating transmission latency with in-network caching.

Despite the above-mentioned advantages, the deployment of
ICN on CPS-based systems introduces several new challenges
and authentication is the most challenging one [10]–[13].
Specifically, existing authentication strategies for CPS-over-IP
networks embrace a two-party scheme that brings end-to-end
trust between new joining devices and an authorization serv-
er [14], [15]. However, the unpredictability of data providers
(e.g repositories) increases the difficulty in hampering false da-
ta injection attacks because of the in-network caching in ICN.
The following requisition can be fulfilled by the routers lead
to aggressors purporting to be honest individuals to get access
and control the system in parallel. In addition, content nodes
may easily identify current users and try to pry the privacy
of them further. Motivated by such observation, IIoT devices
and routers are obliged to check the data authenticity before
fetching or storing them whereas the devices’ identifications
are required to be shielded. Thus, it is essential to seek to
address those challenges with a single solution by leveraging
the existing security mechanism.

The accessibility of ICN routers permits us to endorse an
edge-assisted approach at the entry and exit routers in the
framework. Moreover, IIoT applications allow small, low-cost
intelligent devices at the edge to collect data. Along these
lines, considering a delegation model to the IIoT is a native
approach to decrease the huge pressure on such devices. Proxy
signature [16] provides assurance with a slight computation
overhead with a proxy that generates a cryptographic digest in
support of the original signer with asymmetric cryptography.
Anyone with access to the primitive signers’ public keys and
proxy can check the appeared signature afterward. Previous
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work focuses on proxy signature on wide applications, such
as grid computing [17], mobile communication [18], and long-
term evolution wireless networks [19]. There are still few
concerns about the security and performance of current and
future IIoT when deployed on edge.

In this paper, we explore an innovative security framework
for CPS that hosts intelligent IIoT devices with a broad
spectrum of services such as data security, devices anonymity
and safety, and energy-efficiency. Specifically, it leverages a
delegation model to generate signatures for achieving data
integrity and authenticity. The exit routers produce signatures
according to those devices’ security policies with untraceabil-
ity of their real identities. For consumers, we adopt session
establishment with the help of the entry routers that address
authentication of devices without revealing their identities.
Such approaches can make authentication more resilient, with
lower latency and easier achievement than previous work. We
highlight our contributions as follows:

1) We present a three-layer skeleton in CPS based on edge
assistance. The upper layer is designed for registration
management, while the center layer is for data transmis-
sion and the lower layer contains the IIoT devices. It
separates the demand for a straight interconnection with
the IIoT devices and reduces the system complexity.

2) We propose a two-way authentication scheme using
proxy signature and session connection. It dramatically
reduces the cost of signing on IIoT devices and blocks
unauthorized retrieval at the edge, laying the foundation
for privacy protection on the IIoT devices.

3) We show the security and performance analyses of the
proposed scheme to present its resilience and practicality
in comparison with the previous work.

This paper inherits the basic idea of the previous ver-
sion [20]. They differ predominantly on the following sides:
(1) We analyze the effects of the delegation model and show
the impacts of the increased consumption due to the edge
routers in the system. (2) We design an efficient revocation
algorithm with hashchain to revoke offenders with very low
consumptions. (3) We summarize a literature review to present
relevant methods and gaps in the existing research. (4) We
create a flowchart of the proposed system to represent the
authentication workflow.

The remainder of this article is arranged as follows. Sec-
tion II shows the literature review. We give the proposed
framework, and threat model in Section III. We present our
design in Section IV. In Section V, we analyze the security
aspects, and in Section VI, we conduct performance efficiency
analysis. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. New Era of AI in CPS Security

Rapid advancement in AI and machine learning enhances
the scale, cost savings, speed, flexibility, and accuracy of
the security in CPS. AI algorithms enable smart devices to
imitate intelligent behaviors and intelligent mechanisms for
processing complex and changing data sources. The advances
in computing and data benefit AI for secure CPS that integrates

a vast variety of smart devices, including computing devices,
crowdsensing devices, sensors or actuators, and so on [21]. AI-
based techniques can be used in intrusion detection, malware
analysis, threats identification, suspicious behavior monitoring,
preventing security attacks, and so on.

Recently, much attention has been drawn to security issues
by the integration of AI technology and CPS communica-
tions [22]–[25]. Klumpp [22] proposed a forecast model that
merged AI techniques, CPS, and the Internet of things to
prevent accidental security leaks. Fulton-Andrae [23] used re-
inforcement learning to construct an autonomous CPS system
model under control and verified that their systems are safe.
Pan et al. [24] discussed possible threshold-based physical lay-
er authentication and showed that machine learning algorithms
could be very helpful in improving authentication accuracy, but
at the cost of privacy leakage. Iqbal et al. [25] summarised an
outline of computational intelligence of potential application
areas in CPS based environment from three domains, health
services, optimized transportation, and social networking sen-
timent analysis.

Most other related work has drawn more attention to AI-
based cybersecurity attacks relating to CPS. Hussain et al. [26]
utilized the deep convolutional neural networks to discover
distributed denial-of-service attacks in CPS. In the first step,
feature maps are constructed by extracting the characteristics
of data packets, and in the second step, the abnormal traffic is
detected. They declared accuracy of 91% using the detection
strategy. Jahromi et al. [27] presented a two-layer ensemble
industrial control system attack detection framework for indus-
trial CPS based on deep neural networks. The proposed ap-
proach adopted an unsupervised deep representation learning
model to detect the attack samples. They demonstrated that the
proposed model can accurately attribute cyberattacks though
with high computational complexity. However, both present
AI-related advanced surveys are usually assumed that industri-
al CPS adequate higher quality cyber attacks, which, disobeys
the real-time attack example-constrained scenario. Although
AI technology enables improvements in computational and
physical elements intelligence in centralized architecture, it
brings a challenge in promoting edge processing, privacy and
data security. To perform data processing at the edge instead of
using a centralized cloud, ICN becomes a promising network
candidate.

B. Progress in Access Security of ICN

Existing solutions on access security under the ICN back-
bone are authenticity in a manner that an individual signs the
requested data, such as in [28], [29] or confidentiality in a
manner that an individual encrypts the requested data, such
as in [30], [31], [32]. Authenticity and integrity, for instance,
Zheng et al. [28], introduced a revocable certificateless signa-
ture scheme to invade incorrect data injection. Such approach
achieves data source authentication to any receiver who can
confirm data provider. Similarly, Ghali et al. [29] discussed the
root causes of the content poisoning attacks that are related
to authenticity, integrity, and availability. The authors also
proposed a network-layer trust management architecture based
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on content ranking and evaluated its correctness and practical-
ity using ndnSIM [33] simulator. Confidentiality, for instance,
Fotiou et al. [30] put forward a proxy re-encryption scheme
using identity-based cryptography. Compared to the public key
infrastructure-based scheme, this scheme considerably mini-
mizes the computational cost owing to non-essential public-
key certificate management. Nevertheless, it is unrealistic in
large-scale deployment with the need for pre-stored encryption
keys. Li et al. [31] introduced an access control design that
relied on attribute-based encryption, where the encrypted keys
are produced with the authorized attributes. Despite its low
overhead, revocation remains a challenge in such an approach;
the private key corresponding to each attribute has to be
regenerated and redistributed during revocation. By adopting
cryptographic algorithms such as Shamir (t, n) threshold, Mis-
ra et al. [32] introduced an efficient access control framework
that focused on privilege revocation. Unfortunately, the work
did not cover all users’ privileges so that the revocation
approach is not efficient.

Searching for the heterogeneous panaceas, several investi-
gators have switched their concerns to mixture paths. Xue et
al. [34] designed a trusted data source based access control to
combine group signature [35], and symmetric encryption [36].
This set of mechanisms satisfies privacy and confidentiality
accordingly. Still, the end-to-end interconnection via a secure
channel negates the in-network caching. To improve security
on the consumer side, Nunes-Tsudik [37] presented a Kerberos
authentication scheme that supports single sign-on. Although
the combination of authentication and authorization enforce-
ment provides the system security remarkably, it is easy to
suffer from a single point failure if the whole system relies
on a fully trusted platform. Additionally, it is impractical to
interconnect between two ends directly.

C. ICN Meets IoT

For ICN-based applications, there is a sort of schemes
to provide low communication delay for IoT. To meet the
communication condition of the lighting control, De Silva
et al. [38] deployed ICN on the smart home that separates
the control level and the data level. To deal with data access
communication for smart cities, Mick et al. [39] designed an
on-boarding authentication scheme based on ICN pillar, which
acts as a consolidation server to manage key distribution.
Despite its flexibility, it needs to preset a symmetric key within
an IoT device, which may seriously weaken its scalability and
have an enormous effect on its performance. Kassab et al. [40]
compared information-centric IoT devices access with the edge
and cloud detection for a multi-cell system from the error
exponents point-of-view. The authors also introduced optimal
model-based detectors including optimal edge detection and
optimal cloud detection and evaluated the performance of
both with regard to the joint error probability. According to
the popularity and freshness attributes of the IoT contents,
Amadeo et al. [41] provided an NDN [42] caching strategy
with respect to the cache hit rate at the edge.

A few recent studies have shifted IoT deployment to ICN
environment for scalability [43], security threats [44], and

communication optimization [45]. Baccelli et al. [43] provided
a real IoT experiment with ICN deployment through 60 nodes
situated in different rooms of different buildings. They report-
ed that the proposed routing protocols indeed lower energy
consumption on resource-constrained IoT devices. Sicari et
al. [44] suggested a solid architecture for IoT favored ICN
communication paradigm. This framework includes trusted
model-orientated nodes and links, personal information pro-
tection for sensitive data, and an access control approach. To
optimize live streaming service quality, a distributed multipath
transmission framework also used ICN for IoT communi-
ty [45], but it did not provide any adaption of the delivery
approach and may induce the collapse of the live video if
there is a large amount of data in the networks.

The related work can provide a certain access security,
but those schemes sacrificed the usability of the in-network
cache. Since the majority of them either provide a one-way
authentication or need to interconnect between the endpoints
devices. Additionally, each resource-restricted IoT device need
to be generated a huge amounts of workload with asymmetric
cryptography, which increases the interaction latency between
the two ends unavoidably. Furthermore, privacy instantly turns
out to be a top issue when IoT devices have access to the
Internet service because the curious ICN routers can gather
the vulnerable messages and exploit the identifications of the
involved contributors in the message communication. In this
paper, we use an edge-based service intelligence to create a
system framework and subsequently propose an authentication
scheme for IIoT in CPS. Our scheme ensures that only
legitimate devices can access authentic sensor data.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENTS

A. Notations

Table I listes the notations and the security assumptions in
this paper.

B. System Model

In our model, the CPS controllers provide system infrastruc-
ture at the top, followed by the ICN communication pillar, and
then the IIoT devices. The architecture places cached routers
at the network’s edge to communicate with their neighbouring
devices via two packet classes, Interest and Data, respectively.
The Interest packets are sent by the requesters with the named
data, and the Data packets are returned by the providers or the
in-cached routers binding with their cryptography signatures.
The edge routers are responsible for making a match between
the Interest and Data packets and then storing the correspond-
ing content to be obtainable for the following requests.

The system model consists of four types of participants,
CPS controllers, IIoT devices (e.g., actuators, sensors, com-
puters), intermediate routers, and edge routers. Notably, CPS
controllers are responsible for all of the participants registra-
tion. IoT devices allude to consumers or providers who employ
terminals or applications to pay a subscription or provide
power utility. Edge routers as edge servers are separated into
two types: entry routers and exit routers. The entry routers
connect consumers, which have imposed security strategies to
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TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notations Descriptions

Q0, s0 the public (resp.private) key of the system
QA, sA the public (resp.private) key of an entity A
idA the identity of an entity A
xA the secret value of an entity A
MAC(·) hash functions
DA the secret information of an entity A
ξA the initial value of hash chain of an entity A
tAi

i-th time interval of an entity A
pA the partial private key of an entity A
RevAi

i-th revocation information of an entity A
RLAi

i-th partial revocation key of an entity A
r ∈ S the element is selected from the set S at random
κ security parameter
G1,G2 The cyclic additive (resp.multiplicative) group

over prime finite field Fp

P a generator of G1

q the prime order of G1 and G2

e a pairing from G1 to G2

such that e : G1 × G1 → G2

Strong Diffie No probabilistic polynomial time opponent computes
-Hellman(DH) assumption b, 1

a+bP ∈ Z∗
q × G1 with non-negligible probability

in G1 [34] for given a (ℓ+1)-tuple P, aP, a2P, . . . , aℓP ∈ G1

with a random nonce a ∈ Z∗
q .

Computational Diffie No probabilistic polynomial time opponent computes
-Hellman(CDH) assumption abP ∈ G1 with non-negligible probability for given
in G1 [46] a triple P, aP, bP ∈ G1 with random choices of a,

b ∈ Z∗
q .

determine if an Interest and Data packet ought to be delivered
and discarded according to the validation results. The exit
routers connect providers, which are given authorization to
execute proxy signature and sign on the request on behalf of
the IIoT providers, e.g., temporary absence, lack of time, or
computational power. Transitional routers are allocated in the
ICN pillar to transmit the packets among devices.

To reduce response latency due to the current number of
growing IoT devices, mist computing can be located at the
extreme edge of the network infrastructure which consists of
the very edge, sensors, and actuators [47]. Mist computing
puts resources computing power accessible on the processing
capability-limited edge devices. Mist computing utilizes those
edge devices to transfer data to the fog node and eventually
to the cloud. Our approach differs from mist computing as
follows: 1) We define two edges routers that connect to the
consumers and providers, respectively. Consumers generally
are typically resource-constrained devices whereas providers
are considered to be companies or factories which have more
powerful computing power than consumers. 2) Packet transfer:
As given in our system model, transport and forwarding
tasks occur through the ICN transmission layer which handles
content chunks about the unique routable names in terms of
access strategies and application demands.

C. Threat Model

We consider both passive adversaries and active adversaries.
Passive attacks may be initiated by the routers who have
gathered a slew of Interest details to grasp “who is requesting”
and “who is replaying” [48]. In contrast to the passive adver-
saries, the active adversaries have stronger power such that
they perhaps perform some powerful attacks for any packets
channeling within the ICN stacks, such as catch/explore Inter-
est packets, change requests and response, and impersonate as

permitted IIoT devices to forward Interest packets [49]. Under
the system architecture, we suppose that each contributor
is required to register on the CPS controller in advance if
they are approved to connect to the system resources [50],
[51]. To make our system more practical, we consider the
CPS controller is uncertain to be a powerful, and reliable
third party [52]. This is because a concentrated participant
is grounds for a concentrated reliance and generates a single
point of failure.

IV. EDGE-ASSISTED INTELLIGENCE DEVICE
AUTHENTICATION IN CPS

We adopt proxy signature and session-based variant to lay
out authentication for IIoT devices. The proxy signature is
utilized to verify the alleged providers and the exit routers,
the session-based variant is used to check the requesting
consumers and the entry routers.

A. Overview

Our scheme gives assistance to conduct the following for
intelligence device authentication in CPS based on edge as-
sistance: (1) Allows the provider to delegate their signing
capability to exit routers enabling the same requests from
different requesters to be served. (2) Allows consumers to
be authenticated themselves to entry routers enabling the
requested contents to be returned to legitimate consumers.
(3) Keeps IIoT devices anonymous to intermediate routers,
according to the authentication policy. We simplify the system
model, which includes a single CPS controller, consumer,
entry router, exit router and provider in each domain.

A complete description of the authentication procedure
involves six steps: The first step is the registration process
between participants (intelligent devices, entry router, and exit
router) and the controller. The third step is initiated by a
consumer who issues a request for content, the entry router
forwards the request to the routers only if the consumer is
considered to be in a legitimate state in Step two. The fourth
step is performed at a data provider side who assigns its
signing capability to a nominated exit router. The fifth step is
performed at the exit router side, which produces a message
digest representing the providers and gives it back to the entry
router through the initial path. The final step is the session
handshake between the consumer and the entry router. The
consumer is allowed to get access to the requested content
once it is authenticated after the last step. Fig.1 illustrates the
brief authentication procedure of the proposed system.

Based on abovementioned operations, any router may de-
duce transmitted content using its cache, but cannot associate
cache to a precise IoT device. The design not only achieves
“zero touch” end-to-end interaction, but realizes authentication
without identity overflow of both two end devices.

B. Authentication Scheme

Step 1. Registration: The CPS controller starts the system
and broadcasts the system parameters params. Both contribu-
tors should recognize themselves to the CPS controller and get
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Fig. 1. Authentication process. Here match denotes if the ICN router is
cache hit or not.

a set of keys ⟨QC , sC⟩, ⟨QER1, sER1⟩, ⟨QER2, sER2⟩, ⟨QP, sP⟩
for consumer, entry router, exit router and provider accord-
ing to Setup, PartialKeyGen and KeyGen procedures
described as follows.
Setup: The CPS setup process is presented below.
− Generate bilinear map groups ⟨G1,G2, e⟩ with security

parameter κ and choose the generators P ∈ G1.
− Choose cryptographic hash functions h1,h3 : {0, 1}∗ →

G1, h2, h4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗q , h5 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}κ.
− Choose a master-key s ∈ Z∗q and compute a public

key Q0 ← sP . The public parameters are params=
⟨G1,G2, e, P,Q0, h1, h2, h3,h4, h5,MAC⟩. We suppose
params are recognized in public all through, while the
master-key is to be known by the CPS controller alone.

PartialKeyGen: The CPS controller produces the partial
key corresponding to entity A. The process inputs params,
master-key, a secret value xA ← Z∗q selected by entity A
and an identifier for entity A with a string idA ← {0, 1}∗,
as input. Each partial key consists of two components: the
partial revocation key RLA and the partial private key pA.
The revocation information is a set of hash chain with an
initial string as inputs. The partial private key is computed by
hashing an identity idA and xAP to a point multiply with the
master-key. Generally, this step is assumed to happen through
a secure medium. The details are presented as follows.
− Entity A delivers ⟨idA, xAP ⟩ to the CPS controller.
− Generate ξA ∈ {0, 1}∗.
− Compute

RevA1 ← h5(ξA), . . . , RevAκ ← h5(RevAκ−1),

RLA1 ← ⟨RevA1 , tA1⟩, . . . , RLAκ ← ⟨RevAκ , tAκ⟩,
tA ← tA1 ∪ . . . ∪ tAκ ,

RLA ← RLA1 ∪ . . . ∪RLAκ ,

DA ← h1(idA, xAP ),

pA ← sDA.

KeyGen: The controller puts params, the partial private
key pA and secret value xA as inputs and produces the private

key sA and public key QA, respectively. A collection of pA
and xA consists of a full private key of an entity A, and its
public key corresponds to xAP . The procedure is executed by
A who is the unique ownership of xA.

Step 2. Revocation Check: If a consumer is revoked by the
controller, all participants have to quit the content service.
Thus, the controller periodically publishes a revocation list
to all routers to check whether the consumer is revoked. The
revocation check process is detailed as follows.
Revocation Check: The revocation check runs at the

entry router side and checks if the consumer is attached to
the revocation index before the session connection. It requires
params, the current time interval t and the revocation list
RLC. After exploring the validity of the revocation parameter
in the revocation list, the edge router can confirm the revoca-
tion evidence of the consumer. It makes the content request
which generates after the time tCκ become invalid because of
timestamp tCκ is not in tC.

Step 3. Interest Packet: The consumer launches a subject
to transmit its Interest, a content has the name of /do-
main/energy/Access/Query within its surrounding district. Be-
ginning from the root name, / fixes the borders of the portions.
The domain refers to a detailed district exploration that a
provider could provide the corresponding service. The energy
refers to the primary service that is affiliated to the provider.
The Access refers to the sub category service providing more
specifics associated to the provider to construct a further reply,
which is comprised in the Data. The Query refers to the
consumer request.

Step 4. Delegation Signing: When receiving the Interest
packet, the provider will delegate its signing rights to its exit
router according to the following ways.
Delegation Signing: This step runs at the provider

side and gets as input params, the provider’s secret value xP
and a warrant mω that includes delegation period, message m,
the identity information of an exit router idER2, the public key
of the CPS provider QP and the exit router QER2. The provider
delegates its rights as follows.

− Compute H2 ← h2(idER2,mω, QP, QER2), the secret
value DER2 ← h1(idER2, QER2), and ϖ ← xPDER2

xP+H2
.

− Commit to the exit router record proxy-trans: ⟨mω, ϖ⟩,
and forward them to the exit router, which is appointed
to verify it is employing the provider’s public key later.

Step 5. Delegation Verification and Proxy Sign Generation:
Upon receiving the delegation signature, the exit router will
get a proxy signing key pair ⟨sER2, PKER2⟩ if the check is
correct, where PKER2 is a set of public key ⟨QER2, QP⟩. If
true, the exit router creates a digital signature from a message
instead of the provider. The identities of the provider are not
revealed publicly from a signature.
Delegation Verification and Sign: Algorith-

m I runs at the exit router side. First, it deals with the validness
of the proxy signing key pair ⟨sER2, PKER2⟩, which enables
the exit router to generate the proxy signature. If equation (1)
holds, the exit router produces a digest of a message m in the
name of the primitive provider. It requires params, the exit
router’s secrets sER2, the public-key of the exit router, and the
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proxy-trans. The final result of the signature is a couple of
values ⟨R, V ⟩.

Algorithm I: Delegation Verification and Sign
Input: params, sER2, PKER2, proxy-trans
Output: 1: yield σ; 0: failure
1: Compute

H2 ← h2(idER2,mω, QP, QER2).
2: Verify if e(ϖ,QP + H2P ) = e(QP, DER2) then
3: Select r ∈ Z∗

q .
4: Calculate

R← rP , H3 ← h3(m, idER2, R,QER2),
V ← pER2 + H2QP + xER2H2P + rH3.
σ ← ⟨R, V ⟩.

5: return 1
6: else
7: return 0
8: end if

Proof.

e(ϖ,QP +H2P ) =e(
xPDER2

xP +H2
, QP +H2P )

=e(
xPDER2

xP +H2
, xPP +H2P )

=e(xPDER2, P )

=e(DER2, QP).

(1)

The signature packet crosses a series of routers, each one
verifies whether the embedded signature σ with piggybacked
public keys of the provider and exit router, respectively.
Verify: The receiver verifies the validity of a signature

using equation (2) of a known message m regarding params
and PKER2, separately. Note that if σ is a rational signature
with a message m, it accepts the signature and rejects,
otherwise.

Proof.
e(V, P ) =e(pER2 +H2QP + xER2H2P + rH3, P )

=e(pER2, P ) · e(H2QP, P )·
e(xER2H2P, P ) · e(rH3, P )

=e(sDER2, P ) · e(QP,H2P )·
e(H2P, xER2P ) · e(H3, rP )

=e(DER2, Q0) · e(QP,H2P )·
e(H2P,QER2) · e(H3, R)

(2)

Step 6. Session Connection: We catalog the instance when
the entry router is demanding to reach an interrelation with
the consumer. Suppose that the entry router has fetched a Data
packet from the exit router. This step usually happens when
the requested content could not be matched up to any routers.

After receiving signature packets, the entry router makes a
session request by addressing a call link via a Data packet, /do-
main/energy/Access/Query/signature/sessioninvitepacket, in-
cluding four elements of a content, i.e., content name, content
signature and content itself along with a created identity id at
random, which is utilized subsequently by the entry router to
recognize itself to the consumer. Accordingly, the entry router
generates a signature including a collection of publicly known
values with the help of some parameters since each router
requires each content to be verified. The details are shown as
follows.
− Select rER1 ∈ Z∗q .

− Calculate U ← rER1P , W ← pER1 + rER1Q0.
− Generate signature : ⟨U,W ⟩.
Upon receiving the Data packet inside the range of en-

durable period, the consumer needs to be connected with the
adjacent entry router to respond to an asking message to get
through the authentication step. The consumer responds with
an Interest packet that takes the entry router’s set of attributes
such as public-key QER1, identity id and private key sC of
the consumer associated with other essential public parameters
params as inputs and outputs Req as the components of the
reply messages. The consumer replies with an Interest packet
procedures.
− Verify e(W,P ) is equal to e(DER1, Q0) · e(U,Q0). If

it holds, execute the next step. Otherwise, stop session.
Proof.

e(W,P ) =e(pER1 + rER1Q0, P )

=e(pER1, P ) · e(rER1Q0, P )·
=e(sDER1, P ) · e(Q0, rER1P )·
=e(Q0, DER1) · e(Q0, U)

(3)

− Select rC ← Z∗q .
− Calculate E ← rCQER1, S ← rCP − xCDER1.
− Generate Req: ⟨E,S⟩ as the integrants of the answered

messages.
The consumer then returns the Interest packet, a content has
the name of /domain/authenticate/id/Communicate/Req
to the entry router inviting the session. The authenticate
branch refers to the subcategories that accept the invitation
containing the identity id of whom it correlates with the entry
router which entitles a direct, bi-directional Communicate path
between them.

The entry router acquires the Interest packet from its re-
sponded consumer and continues the steps as follows.
− Retrieve rCP ← x−1ER1E.
− Verify using equation (4). If the verification is successful,

go to next step. Otherwise, abort the session.
Proof.

e(pER1, QC) · e(S,Q0)

=e(sDER1, xCP ) · e(rCP − xCDER1, sP )

=e(sxCDER1, P ) · e(rCsP − xCsDER1, P )·
=e(srCP, P ) · e(Q0, rCP )

(4)

− Compute a shared value K ← h4(rER1P ,rCP, rER1rCP ),
and the MAC value τ ← MAC(rER1P,K).

− Generate a Data packet corresponds to the Interest packet,
/domain/authenticate/id/Communicate/Req/signature
/response packet, including the content m and τ hidden
in the signature together with the signature σ. It responds
with the Data packet to the consumer who is calling for
the content.

Finally, the consumer executes the last step to verify the
legitimacy of the entry router as follows.
− Compute K ′ ← h4(U, rCP, rCU).
− Check MAC function (U,K ′, τ). If the result is 1, then

continue to the next step. Otherwise, refuse.
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− Verify σ. If the verification is true, the session connection
is successful. Otherwise, the consumer is not considered
to be a legitimate one, and drops the session. However,
the consumer begins to check the authenticity of the
signature derived from the exit router alternatively.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed mechanism ensures that the CPS controller
can uniquely obtain the partial private keys, preventing it from
imitating a legitimate entity. We analyze the authentication
scheme concerning the security goals listed below.

To prevent the adversaries, we pinpoint the following secu-
rity goals of the authentication mechanism.

Integrity: The mechanism should provide trustworthiness to
a signer that is incapable of being false to a Data packet.

Authenticity: The mechanism should provide the proven fact
that a signed Data packet is legitimate.

Authentication: The mechanism should provide the process
of verifying the identity of who is broadcasting an Interest and
is answering what it claims to be [53].

Anonymity: The mechanism should provide protection to
the IoT devices that their identities are not known to both the
insider and outsider adversaries.

Key Establishment: The mechanism should provide a nego-
tiated key between the consumer and its entry router so that
no single party can control what the key will be [54].

Authenticity: A polynomial-time opponent A is in capable
of counterfeiting a signature which is ascribed to an authorized
entity in order that the entity is unable to deny.

Theorem 1: There is a polynomial-time challenge C which
can solve the CDH problem with probability ϵ(κ)′ >
(ϵ(κ)/2)(1 − qs(qh3 + qs)/2

κ)(e(qr + 1))−1 depending on
whether the opponent A can fake a signature σ with an advan-
tage ϵ(κ). Where qh3 , qs, and qr denote the numbers of making
queries to the h3, signing and revealpartialkey
oracles, respectively, assuming that hash functions hi(i=1,2,3)
are random oracles.

Proof: Let X ← aP , Y ← bP ∈ G1 × G1 denote a
random challenge. We can create the algorithmic program C
to output abP ← G1 by using the forger A. Algorithm C first
creates system parameters params as the protocol does and
sends params to the forger A, initializes A with Q0 ← X ,
and then interacts with A as follows.
· h1 and h3 Queries: When A queries the random oracle h1

(h3) with a tuple ⟨idi, Qi⟩ (⟨mi, idi, Ri, Qi⟩), C preserves
an index Lh1 (Lh3) of components ⟨idi, Qi, xi, ci, νi⟩
(⟨mi, idi, Ri, Qi, yi, di, υi⟩) which is initialized empty
and answers as follows:
− If the query ⟨idi, Qi⟩ (⟨mi, idi, Ri, Qi, Qj⟩) is al-

ready in Lh1 (Lh3 ), C outputs νi (υi) to A.
− Otherwise, C picks xi ∈ Z∗q (y ∈ Z∗q) at random,

returns νi ← xiP (υi ← yiQ0) if a coin toss
ci ← {0, 1} (di ← {0, 1}) that outputs 0 with prob-
ability δ (1/2) and returns νi ← xiY (υi ← yiP ) if
ci = 1 (di = 1) with probability 1 − δ (1/2), and
adds ⟨idi, Qi, xi, ci, νi⟩ (⟨mi, idi, Ri, Qi, yi, di, υi⟩)
into Lh1 (Lh3).

· h2 Queries: When A queries the random oracle hi with a
list of tuples of the form ⊤i, C maintains the correspond-
ing list Lhi ← ⟨⊤i, µi⟩. C returns the corresponding entry
µi if the input is found in the list Lhi . Otherwise, returns
a random value in Z∗q .
· RevealPartialKey Queries: When A makes this

query on identity idi, C retrieves the corresponding
component ⟨idi, Qi, xi, ci, νi⟩ from the index Lh1 and
answers this query as follows:
− If ci = 1, then C outputs ⊥ and aborts simulation.
− Otherwise, sets pi ← xiQ0 and gives it back to A.

· RequestPublicKey Queries: When A makes this
query on identity idi, C sets Qi ← xiP for a random
value xi ∈ Z∗q , gives it back to A, and adds ⟨idi, xi⟩ into
LPK.
· Signing Queries: A requests a signature with idi on

a message mi, C simulates the signature oracle and
responds to the query as follows:
− If h3 has not been issued with ⟨mi, idj , R,Qj⟩, C

continues the algorithm by replying to h1 queries
to get H2 ← µ2 and sets R ← r2Q0, H3 ←
r−12 (x1P − Dj), and V ← r1Q0 + µ2Qi + µ2Qj

with randomly chosen r1, r2 ← Z∗q . Otherwise, C
ceases and abandons. The possibility of not aborting
is 1 − (qs(qh3 + qs)/2

κ) due to Lh3 never having
more than qh3 + qs entries.

− C returns σ ← ⟨V,R⟩ as the valid signature on a
content m.

Note that the challenger C successfully outputs the signature σ
with probability ϵ(κ)′ so that A fully satisfies the Signing
answers.

Ultimately, A generates a forged signature σ∗ ←
⟨V ∗, R∗⟩ on a message m∗. Now C retrieves the com-
ponent ⟨id∗i , Q∗i , x∗i , c∗i , ν∗i ⟩ from Lh1 . If c∗i = 0, then
C yields a failure and stops. Otherwise, it goes on and
recovers the tuple ⟨id∗i , Q∗i , Q∗j ⟩ from the list Lh2 and
⟨m∗i , id∗i , R∗i , Q∗i , y∗i , d∗i , υ∗i ⟩ from the list Lh3 . If d∗i = 0, C
subsequently yields 0 and stops. Otherwise, it performs the
following:
e(V ∗, P ) = e(Q0, D

∗
i ) ·e(Q∗i , µ∗iP ) ·e(Q∗j , µ∗iP ) ·e(R∗i , y∗i P )

with R∗i = r∗i P , and H1 = x∗i Y , H2 = µ∗i , H3 = y∗i P
for known elements r∗i , x

∗
i , µ
∗
i ← Z∗q . The probability of not

aborting at this step is (1− δ)/2. Therefore,
e(V ∗ − µ∗iQ

∗
i − µ∗iQ

∗
j − y∗i R

∗
i , P ) = e(X,x∗i Y )

and thus xi
∗−1

(V ∗−µ∗iQ
∗
i −µ∗iQ

∗
j − y∗i R

∗
i ) is the resolution

to the target CDH problem (X,Y ) ∈ G1 × G1. The overall
probability C does not halt the game has an upper bound (1−
qs(qh3+qs)/2

κ)/(2e(qr+1)), where 1/e(qr+1) is taken from
the maximum value qr/(1+qr) [55] on the probability of non-
abortion in key extraction queries and output of a valid and
nontrivial forgery (δqr(1− δ))/2. Therefore, the results show
that the advantage of C breaking the CDH problem in G1 is
at least (ϵ(κ)/2)(1− qs(qh3 + qs)/2

κ)(e(qr + 1))−1.
As such, the authenticity guarantees that the exit router is

allied to its assigned capabilities.
Authentication: The policy contains two parts. One is to

check the validity of a desired consumer for fear that a
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hostile opponent can perform a spoof to impair other harmless
consumers’ interests. The other is to verify the validity of
answering provider for fear that a hostile opponent can insert
some false information into the system. For the prior, to
authenticate attainable of the consumer, only the entry router
can compare e(pER1, QC)·e(S,Q0) to e(rCP,Q0) owing to the
fact that its unique private key pER1 is owned in itself. If it does
not happen, any forged Data packets of the consumer will be
discarded. For the last-mentioned, the proxy signature favors
authenticity such that the gained access content definitely
stems from the declared provider. In addition, it is mandatory
for the authentication of the entry router, due to repeated
content supplied access, to let it simply turn into a goal
of opponent. Obtaining a correct τ indicates that the entry
router is authenticated in such a way that the consumer
simultaneously verifies the exit router and the provider by
checking σ with the assistance of both public keys.

Anonymity: This issue concentrates on hampering opponents
from uncovering the identity of the IoT devices. In the session
connection process, the identification of the consumer is only
associated with its own private key, which is the output of the
combination of the CPS controller’s private key and a random
nonce. Any opponents cannot gain the identity of the consumer
on the condition that its private key is secure. Furthermore, it
is also useless to compromise the entry router, which has no
related identity information about consumer. In other words,
any compromised entry router has no effect on the privacy of
the consumer. In the proxy-based manner, the recognition of
the provider is also prevented because the exit router obtains
nothing about the identity information of the provider. As
a consequence, curious intermediated routers don’t get the
identity information of who generates the content and who
requests it. Moreover, for that reason, the property secures
the identity security of IoT devices in the communication
interconnection.

Key Establishment: A secure session key indicates that a
polynomial-time opponent A cannot differentiate between a
real negotiated key and a random number.

Theorem 2: The proposed session connection scheme
∏

is
secure if the underlying CDH assumption holds in G1 and the
hash function h4 is a random instance.

Proof: Let p(κ) and s(κ) denote the number of entities
and sessions separately. An instance

∏t
i,j specifies the oracle

indexed by t of an ordered pair entity indexed by i with
a collaborator indexed by j in a session, which has a pair
conversation to

∏s
j,i with a key h4(K). Let A have a non-

negligible probability ϵ(κ) and C to be the challenger that
A can request the random instance h4. Let Pr[A] denote the
probability that A yields a result b̂ such that the equality b̂ = b
held by one of the oracles

∏t
i,j . Let qh4 denote the number of

h4 queries. We can get the result P[A|C] = 1/2 based on the
equality P[A] = P[A|C]P[C]+P[A|C]P[C]. Here, the session
key is the output of the hash function h4. Accordingly, we have
P[A] ≤ (1+P[C])/2 and P[A] ≥ (1−P[C])/2 and then obtain
Pr[C] ≥ 2ϵ(κ). Consequently, A has a success probability
(2ϵ(κ))/(p(κ)2s(κ)qh4) with the picked oracle

∏s
j,i, which is

opposed to the CDH problem.
Revocation: In our system, the CPS controller can exclude

TABLE II
SECURITY COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR SCHEME AND THE

AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION BASED ON ICN

Features [28] [34] [37] [39] Ours
Security assumption CDH Strong DH CDH
With random oracle

√ √ √

Lacking trusted entity
√ √

Anonymity partial
√

Authenticity
√ √

Authentication
√ √ √ √

√
specifies that the attribute is achieved.

revoked users by pushing its revocation list to others. Note
that the revocation process is still highly efficient if the
authenticated users or revoked users has a considerable size.

We compare the aforementioned security properties with
the previous two-party authentication schemes for ICN [28],
[34], [37], [39]. This is because these schemes depend on
security assumptions which are similar to those provided
by our scheme, as listed in Table II. It is shown that the
proposed scheme could satisfy several security attributes, such
as anonymity, absence of a trusted party, strong assumption,
authentication, and authenticity, which are not achieved in
others.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We use Matlab R2019a to survey the performance of the
advocated authentication scheme under the general overheads
and the effectiveness of the proxy approach. For the for-
mer, we measure communication and computation consump-
tion under the amount of the requested contents with prior
schemes [28], [34], [37], and [39] in Table III, Fig.2(a)-2(b),
and Fig.3(a)-3(b), respectively. We also present communica-
tion and computation resource consumption with the amount
of the requested contents in our scheme in Fig.2(c) and
Fig.3(c), respectively. We suppose that the content popularity
keeps to Zipf law with parameters α [56], [57]:

qi ←
(
∑N

i=1 1/i
α)−1

iα
, (5)

where N is the all-inclusive requested content. For the latter,
we show the performance results for different Zifp parameter
(α) in Fig.4(a)-4(c), and by varying contents of popularity
ranks in Fig.5(a)-5(c), respectively. With Vanilla scheme,
the provider generates signatures only. Conversely, the pro-
posed scheme seamlessly incorporates proxy signature that
significantly alleviates a load of provider which is shown in
Fig.6(a)-6(b). In Table III, Mac, Enc./Dec., G1, and Pair in
the calculations separately indicate the computational com-
plexity of a message authentication code, a symmetric en-
cryption/decryption, a group operation and a pairing, and Mac,
Enc., Exp., G1 in communication indicates the measurements
of a message authentication code, a ciphertext, a modulus, and
a group element. To better compute the incurred consumptions,
Table IV lists the average cryptography computation cost
in the authentication process after running 1000 times for
each operation. The proposed cryptography is carried out on
PC with an Inter(R) Pentium 3.20GHz processor and 4.0GB
memory working Win 10 system using jPBC library [58].
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TABLE III
COST COMPARISON BETWEEN OUR SCHEME AND THE AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION BASED ON ICN

Communication Computation
consumer entry router exit router provider

Zheng et al. [28] 6(G1) 5(Pair) 4(G1)
Xue et al. [34] 6(G1)+6(Exp.)+1(Enc.) 3(Pair)+9(G1)+1(Dec.) 5(Pair)+8(G1) 2(G1)+1(Enc.)

Nunes-Tsudik [37] 5(Enc.) 2(Dec.) 4(Enc.)+2(Dec.)
Mick et al. [39] 7(Enc) 2(Mac)+2(Dec.) 2(Enc.)

Ours 7(G1)+1(Mac) 7(Pair)+5(G1)+1(Mac) 7(Pair)+4(G1)+1(Mac) 2(Pair)+5(G1) 1(G1)

TABLE IV
COMPUTATION COST

Authentication Module Cost
One scalar multiplication in G1 10.51 ms
One pairing operation 6.28 ms
One symmetric cryptographic computation 0.18 ms
One Mac operation 0.04 ms

Communication Overhead: Table III summarizes the inclu-
sive size of transmitted packets between the two end devices. It
embraces a Mac and seven elements in the group G1. Applying
the type A elliptic curve, each element of Zq , G1 and G2 are
160, 512, and 1024 bits, respectively. Furthermore, symmetric
cryptography and Mac function are 128 bits and 256 bits using
AES-128 and SHA-256, respectively. The proposed scheme
necessarily intensifies the communication burden owing to the
piggybacked signature in each Data packet. We remark that the
communication overheads of the presented scheme is higher
than the schemes reported in [28], [37], and [39] but much
lower than the scheme in [34].

Since the signature packets size for the requested content
influences the bandwidth of the Data packets, we take the
verification communication cost performance into considera-
tion with various underlying ICN authentication schemes. The
performance of each scheme is determined with regard to the
verification processing ratio which is equivalent to the rate of
the signature packet length and the full transmitted packets
length. Fig.2(a) shows the verification processing rate of dif-
ferent schemes increases with content request amounts rising
from zero to 100. We discover that the verification processing
ratio in our scheme is slightly higher than [37] and [39], but
less than [28] and [34]. This is because in our scheme, the
verification of a signature demands the verifier to acquire all
of the packets that include the delegation information adopted
to calculate that signature. However, in the figure, with a
typical number of 50 contents, the verification processing rate
in our scheme is less than 20%, which can be considered to
be an acceptable performance in some latency-tolerant IIoT
applications (e.g., plant safety).

To better investigate the amount of energy consumed by dif-
ferent schemes, we measure the transmission burden observed
between consumer and provider in the authentication process.
Here, we only consider transmitted packets when a Data packet
is received successfully. Fig.2(b) summarizes our analysis of
this transmission burden under growing the requested contents.
A clear trend depicts the transmission burden is a linear
correlation to the number of requested contents. It is noticeable
that our scheme carries a slightly heavier burden compared

with [28], [37], [39], but lower than [34]. However, our scheme
has the advantage of providing two-way authentication and
allowing content caching compared with those schemes.

The proposed scheme was assessed with its competitor
schemes based on two-way authentication of IoT devices
mechanism in a three-layer model. To reflect the reliability of
communication overhead in the proposed scheme, we focus on
the communication cost relationship between the verification
against handshake transmission and the number of the request-
ed content in Fig.2(c). The relationship ratio is defined as the
signature packet size to the session connection transmitted
packet length. We acknowledge that the transmission cost
gradually increases with the increase of requested content
while the verification consumption is less than the handshake
process. For instance, with the number of requested content
increasing from 50 to 100, the signature size increases only
10%. Although every signature packet has to be transmitted
from the provider to the consumer, the proposed scheme has
reasonable resource consumption because it does not cause
large communication overhead fluctuations.
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Fig. 6. Comparison in terms of the relationship between the delegation
model metric ηd and the general metric η in our scheme when varying Zipf
parameter α under different scenarios.(a) ηd against η. (b) the value ηd/η
against η.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the communication cost with varying number of requested contents under different scenarios.(a) verification processing rate for
different authentication schemes. (b) transmission burden for different authentication schemes. (c) verification cost against handshake cost in our proposed
scheme.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the computation cost with varying number of requested contents under different scenarios.(a) consumer side cost for different
authentication schemes. (b) time consumption at provider side in different authentication schemes. (c) full authentication cost in our proposed scheme.
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Fig. 4. Comparison in terms of the relationship between the content transfer performance and the number of requested contents in our scheme when varying
Zipf parameter α under different three scenarios. (a) hit ratio against serving contents. (b) miss rate against serving contents. (c) ηd against serving contents.
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Fig. 5. Comparison in terms of the relationship between the content transfer performance and cache size in our scheme when varying content popularity
ranks under different three scenarios. (a) hit ratio against cache size. (b) miss rate against cache size. (c). ηd against cache size.
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Computation Overhead: It is essential for both the consumer
and entry router to verify the signed message from the exit
router. We ignore light computations, such as map-to-point
hash, and exponential modular in Zq . The consumer consumes
a Mac, four group computations in G1, and seven pairings. The
entry router utilizes a Mac operation, four group computations
in G1, and seven pairings. The exit router takes five group
computations in G1 and two pairings. The provider uses one
group computation in G1. Table III displays that the presented
scheme is costly in computation resources for comparison.
This breakdown is ignored for the reason that the presented
scheme could achieve security attributes like anonymity and
authentication on both two ends of IIoT devices together,
which is not provided in the compared schemes.

IoT devices are sensitive and have constrained resources
memory, and energy, therefore, saving energy of these devices
improves its productivity in terms of network lifespan. To
evaluate the efficient utilization of consumer devices in the
untrustworthy communication channel, the resource consump-
tion ratio with the different schemes is considered in Fig.3(a).
The ratio is described as the computational time of consumer
devices successfully authenticated the Data packets to those
which were transmitted. As shown in Fig.3(a), the resource
consumption ratio increases as the number of requested con-
tents increases. It is also observed that the resource consump-
tion ratio in [28], [37], and our scheme is less than 40% when
the number of requested contents increases to 100 packets
compared to [34] and [39]. Considering the transmission
and application requirements, our scheme has an appropriate
computational resource consumption on the consumer side
while achieving superior security goals among related schemes
presented in Table II (e.g., authenticity).

The delegation procedure displayed in our scheme can
be considered as general access control in that the provider
releases rights and computation resource to a certain exit
router. Thus, we analyze and compare the time consumption at
the provider side of the proposed scheme and the existing two-
party ICN authentication schemes. As expected in Fig.3(b),
time consumption at the provider side is increased under
the number of requested contents. The provider requires a
slight increase in computational resource compared to [37] and
[39], but the trend growth will be lower than [28] and [34].
Compared to the transmission burden shown in Fig.2(b), our
scheme remains a relatively lower time consumption.

To further present the authentication efficiency of our
scheme, Fig.3(c) shows changes in authentication time about
each entities in terms of consumer, entry router, exit router,
and provider under three different content request amounts
with 20, 60 and 100, respectively. Following rising of requests
from 20 to 100, computation overhead on the provider does
not increase dramatically, and the fluctuation is kept within a
small range. We can also conclude that the authentication time
improves with the soaring amount of content requests, which
is due to the increased time for verification of Data packets to
achieve handshake. A replacement for insecure authentication
is that both IIoT devices are required to be authenticated,
which causes extra computation costs. It is noted that the
increased computation cost is a trade-off for improved security

which is shown in Table II.
Efficiency: To support the delegation model findings and to

asses the model efficiency in our scheme, we define the metric
given below,

η ← NP

Ns
, (6)

where NP is the number of the largest computational overheads
necessitated at the provider side and Ns is the overall operation
of signing, respectively. The value of ηv in the Vanilla scheme
corresponds to the ratio of the operation for the provider side
to the total consumption, which is equal to η because all
contents are matched. Nevertheless, the consumption of the
proxy signature is separately borne by both the provider NP
and the proxy NER2. Let Hp be the transition probability, then
NP can be represented by λη, where λ is the request arrival
rate under the assumption that all the content arrivals follow
the Poisson distribution [59]. Notice that Hp is equivalent to
the cache hit ratio as it corresponds to the probability that the
cache misses in other exit routers. Thus, the metric ηd in the
proposed scheme is represented by:

ηd ←
λη

λη + λ(1− η)Hp
. (7)

To analyze the most popular content caching performance
results with regards the cache hit rate, miss rate, and the
transfer index ηd, Fig.4(a)-4(c) show the results when the
content items vary from 0 to 1500 for the least recently
used policy presented by Che et al. [59], the Zipf distribution
parameter α varying in the range 0.6 to 1.2 settings in 100
classes of popularity. Considering the hit rate Hp reported the
approximation results in Fig.4(a), the values of Hp increase
with the number of content requests on account of the high rise
number of requests to be served. The impact of the hit rate
Hp is more prominent for high α. In such a case, requests
concentrate on a few popular contents, hence leading to a
higher proxy hit rate. As more content arrives, more cache hits
occur at the exit side since more contents need to be delivered
and signed, leading to a higher cache miss rate and lower
values ηd, respectively. Such a trend is verified by the results
in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c), respectively. The suggested delegation
model benefits in a larger proportion to more content requests
which are likely to be satisfied promptly.

We further consider the impact of the hit ratio, miss rate, and
the transfer index ηd vs cache size for contents of popularity
rank 100, 500, 1000, and 1500 from a population of 1500
contents with Zipf(.6) popularity. The precision of the estima-
tion is exemplified by the marks presented in Fig.5(a)-5(c), .
As illustrated in Fig.5(a), popularity rank has the effect of the
cache hit possibility across the forward rules along with the
delegation model. The lower the popularity rank the larger
the cache hit and vice versa. Conversely, when considering
the miss possibility with the storage size, an opposite trend
can be observed: the larger the popularity rank the lower
the cache miss. (See Fig.5(b)). We derive the metric ηd as
a function of the cache hit Hp following Eq.(7) with η=0.1,
the larger proportion overhead at the provider side the higher
the metric ηd (See Fig.5(c)). This is because the majority
of content requests are satisfied with proxy matching. Under
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these conditions, allowing for a higher cache size does improve
proxy content delivery performance as the provider is already
transferring all the available Interest packets.

To reflect the efficiency of the proposed delegation model
with an accountable measure, we inspect the impact of the
metric η with the Vanilla scheme and the metric ηd in
Fig.6(a)-6(b). We consider 100 content items when varying
the Zipf law popularity with an exponent of 0.6 to 1.2. As
clearly shows in Fig.6(a), the lower the popularity parameter
the lower the index ηd, the larger the metric η the larger the
index ηd. This demonstrates the transition probability of a
content request is for a given metric η largely depends on that
the content’s popularity. To compare the efficiency with the
Vanilla scheme, Fig.6(b) gives the rate ηd/ηv in terms of the
metric when varying the popularity settings. For content size
set to 100, findings are as follows: (i) cache-hit dominantly
affects the ratio when there is no consumption on the provider
side (η=0); (ii) when η <0.2, the proposed scheme achieves
higher consumption than the compared one. On the contrary,
it achieves the minimum overhead with the increase of η.
This result implies that our scheme effectively reduces the
overhead on the provider side as the content request increases.
As expected, these results validate the comparative efficiency
of the delegation model in contrast to the Vanilla scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed an authentication scheme to impose security
strategies at the edge in CPS communication for IIoT such
that it can provide secure communication for constrained
devices. The central idea is to assimilate proxy signature and
session connections on ICN architecture with the purpose of
provisioning two-way authentication. Security analysis demon-
strated that the proposed scheme maintained stronger defense
compared with other competing schemes. We analyzed the
computation and communication costs of the proposed scheme
and illustrated that when the requested content grows, the
proposed scheme requires an acceptable resource consumption
compared to its competition. Using simulation, we displayed
that the proposed delegation approach outperforms the Vanilla
approach in terms of cost-effectiveness while reducing the
workload on the provider side efficiently.

Even though our design provides a scalable resolution for
device security in CPS, it is not apparent how to investigate its
capabilities in a testing ground like waiting time and energy
use between packets. A further limitation is the lack of the
related pre-process data methods to enhance data transmission
efficiency before authentication. Our scheme achieves secure
authentication for IIoT in CPS based on edge assistance.
However, these problems might be solved by ndnSIM and AI
algorithms, and we take them as the future works.
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